Photochemistry of DNA and related biomolecules: quantum yields and consequences of photoionization.
The reactions of nucleic acids and constituents, which can be induced by laser UV irradiation, are described. Emphasis is placed on the quantum yields of various stable photoproducts of DNA and model compounds upon irradiation at 193, 248, 254 or 266 nm. In particular, those quantum yields and processes are discussed which involve photoionization as the initial step and occur in aqueous solution under well defined conditions, e.g. type of atmosphere. The efficiencies of some photoproducts, with respect to photoionization using irradiation at 193 or 248 nm, are presented. Radical cations of nucleobases are important sources of damage of biological substrates since they can cause lesions other than dimers and adducts, e.g. strand breakage, abasic sites, crosslinks or inactivation of plasmid and chromosomal DNA. While competing photoreactions, such as hydration, dimerization or adduct formation, diminish the selectivity of the photoionization method, a combination with model studies on pyrimidine- and purine-containing constituents of DNA has brought about an enhanced insight into the reaction mechanisms. The knowledge concerning the lethal events in plasmid and cellular DNA has been greatly improved by correlation with the chemical effects obtained by gamma-radiolysis, vacuum-UV (< 190 nm) and low-intensity irradiation at 254 nm.